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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this report is to discuss the research done and basic understanding 

of the topic Modeling and Simulation of Ethylene Oxidation in a Catalytic Fixed Bed 

Reactor Using COMSOL Multiphysics -Ann Method. The objective of this project is 

to develop a neural network system for ethylene oxidation in a catalytic fixed bed reactor. 
The COMSOL and MATLAB are the software used for this simulation. The scope of 

study for this project is to model the catalytic fixed bed reactor using COMSOL and train 

the neural network by using MATLAB software. The network will be trained using data 

obtained from COMSOL which has been verified by experimental data so that it can 

predict as close as possible to the actual behavior of the reactor. Finally, the output of the 

trained neural network will be represented in Graphical User Interface (GUI). 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The title of this project is, `Modeling and Simulation of Ethylene Oxidation in a 
Catalytic Fixed Bed Reactor Using COMSOL Multiphysics -Ann Method'. In this study, 

a catalytic fixed bed reactor will be modeled using COMSOL. The data obtained will be 

used in developing a neural network in order to predict the behavior of ethylene oxidation 
inside the reactor. Prior to that, the data will be verified by experimental data. Two neural 

networks which are Feed Forward Backpropagation and NARX will be evaluated to 

identify the most suitable model to use. In completing the project, a GUI will be 

developed to illustrate the temperature profile, concentration profile and velocity profile 

of the modeled reactor. 

1.1 Background of Study 

The project aims is to use the application of COMSOL Multiphysics and artificial 

neural network (ANN) in modeling ethylene oxidation in a catalytic fixed bed reactor 
(CFBR). These two methods will permit process engineers to predict and solve desired 

design fluid dynamics in a reactor and any process equipment. COMSOL is a solver 

software package for various physics and engineering applications, especially 

multiphysics. It offers an extensive and well-managed interface to MATLAB and its 

toolboxes for a large variety of programming, preprocessing and postprocessing 

possibilities. 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is the second tool that is used in this project. It 

is a technology that is being inspired by biological nervous system. The function of ANN 

is to solve problem that are difficult for conventional computers and human beings. The 

neural network will be trained to have the ability to recall and generalize from training 

pattern or set of data. Training the neural network will develop the ability to predict the 

output for a new set of input data. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

Fixed bed reactors (multitubular reactor) are commonly used for gas phase 

reactions, especially for oxidation reactions over solid catalyst. This is including the 

oxidation of ethylene to ethylene oxide. The characteristic features of a fixed catalyst are 

the pressure drop of the flowing gas in the catalyst bed and the danger of unstable 

operation points, especially with strongly exothermic reactions, when flow through the 

catalyst bed becomes nonuniform. 

For that, conduct plant study is inappropriate method to predict and design the 

desired fluid dynamics in the fixed bed reactor. The computational simulation method is 

more viable, economical and time consuming compare to conduct plant experiment. 
Mathematical models are widely used to represent individual unit operations as well as 

entire processes accordingly to their behavior. However, the reliable representation of 
basic phenomena strongly relies upon model structure and the parameter values, which 

are to be adjusted, correspond to the real process and experimental data are required in 

order to estimate the model parameters to validate the developed model. It also leads to a 

non-linear dynamic partial differential equation which is difficult to solve. 

To accomplish this project, the combined COMSOL and ANN method will be 

used to develop an intelligent neural network which is used to predict the operating 

condition inside FBR in a very short time as required by the industry. Finally, these 

profiles will be represented in a user-friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI). 

1.3 Objective and Scope of Study 

The main objective of this project is to develop a neural network system for ethylene 

oxidation in a fixed bed reactor using combined COMSOL and ANN method. To attain 
the main objective, there are several identified objectives that need to be achieved first. 

0 Modeling fixed bed reactor using COMSOL Multiphysics 
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" Simulate the data using neural network 

" Develop graphical user interface (GUI) 

The COMSOL Multiphysics and MATLAB are the software used for this 

modeling and simulation of fixed bed reactor. The scope of study for this project is to 

model the fixed bed reactor using COMSOL and develop the neural network using 
MATLAB software. Finally, the output of the trained neural network will be presented in 

Graphical User Interface (GUI). 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Ethylene oxide 

Silver is a unique catalyst for the oxidation of ethylene to ethylene oxide. The 

reactions are as follows: 

CZH4 + 0.502 ' C2H40 AH = -117kJ/mol 

C2H4 + 302 =* 2CO2 + 2H20 AH = -1134k1 / mol 

C2H40 + 2.502 = 2C02 + 2H20 OFI =-1217k. 1/mol 

The chief by-product is C02. Ethylene is the only olefin which today can be 

converted selectively to the oxide (epoxide) by heterogeneous catalytic oxidation. 
Other olefins are oxidized over silver, but are converted mainly to C02 as indicated 

in Table 1. 

Table 1: Oxidation of Various Olefins over Silver Catalyst (W. G. Frankenburg) 

f11r, Gn Rao Pme9uete. R. ofoceexv 

ýý; Mýdiuai CtEiý(}; COa (8. ý} 
E: 3H6 Iýciium C(}=. (IfJ, Jf j 
1 CýEia 7ý%ýiiurn"text CO2 fTIJ 
2-E;, iia Medium-fast CO2. (121 
t-C"4H4 f`Aat (; Oa; tt'aa, acetoao (11.! 2) 
CiH` ]nedicua"faat CO2 (12) 

This is evidence of different adsorption of the olefins, and for reaction between 

adsorbed olefin and adsorbed oxygen rather than between gas olefin and adsorbed 

oxygen. 
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Ethylene oxide is made by direct reaction of ethylene and oxygen over silver 

catalyst. The reaction is exothermic, and the simultaneous even more exothermic 

oxidation of both ethylene and ethylene oxide leads to the byproducts carbon dioxide 

and water. 

Ethylene oxide is one of the major individual compounds produced from 

ethylene. It is an important organic compound as it is an intermediate to other product 

such as ethylene glycol, surfactant and etc. 

The production of ethylene oxide by the catalytic gas phase oxidation of 

ethylene with molecular oxygen in the presence of a silver catalyst has been widely 

practiced on the commercial scale. The catalyst beds consist of large bundles of many 

tubes that contain supported silver catalyst spheres or rings. The tubes are 6-12 

meters long and 20-50 millimeters in diameter. The operating temperature for this 

reaction is at 200 to 250 °C. In the oxygen process, the reactor off-gas is fed to CO2 

scrubbers, then to ethylene oxide scrubbers which absorb the ethylene oxide into the 

liquid phase. The ethylene oxide is recovered from the liquid in a desorber and 
distilled to remove water. The reactor operates at a low conversion, however, so 

unreacted ethylene is fed to a secondary fixed bed reactor, then separated. 

2.2 Fixed bed reactor 

Reactors with a fixed catalyst bed are distinguished from those with moving 

catalyst. The characteristic features of a reactor with fixed catalyst are pressure drop 

of following gas in the catalyst bed. Fixed bed reactor must be shut down after a 

certain time onstream to generate or replace catalyst. Fixed bed reactor can be 

classified by the type of temperature control: 

1) Reactor with no special temperature control features (adiabatic operation) 
2) Reactor systems with stagewise temperature control 
3) Reactors with continuous heat exchange along the flow path 
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Figure 1: Fixed bed catalytic reactors for gas-phase reactions with no special 

provisions for temperature control (Ullmann's, 2005) 

Figure A above shows Simple Fixed-Bed Reactor. This reactor is simple in 

design and not suitable for reaction with large heat of reaction and high temperature. 

It is commonly used in CO converting and amination of methanol to methylamines. 
Figure B shows Fixed Bed Reactor with Combustion Zone. This reactor operates 

using direct heating by combustion of part of hydrocarbon feed. It is commonly used 
in methane cleavage in secondary reformer. Figure C shows Radial Flow Reactor, 

which has lower pressure drop than axial-flow reactor. It is commonly used in 

ammonia synthesis. Figure D shows Shallow Bed Reactor, which used for high 

reaction rates and unstable products. It is commonly used in oxidation of ammonia to 

NOR. Figure E shows Regenerative Furnace. It is very suitable when catalyst ages 

rapidly and can be regenerated. It is commonly used in dehydrogenation of butane to 

butadiene (Ullmann's, 2005). 
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Figure 2: Fixed-bed catalytic reactors for gas-phase reactions with stagewise 
temperature control (Ullmann's, 2005) 

Figure A above shows Cascade of Simple Fixed Reactor. It is used for large 

pressure and temperature differences are possible. This reactor commonly used in 

reforming heavy gasoline and hydrocracking. Figure B shows Multibed Reactor with 
Cold-Gas Injection. It is used for exothermic equilibrium reactions and commonly 

used in ammonia synthesis. Figure C shows Multibed Reactor with Interstage 

Cooling. It is also use for exothermic equilibrium reactions and in ammonia 

synthesis. Figure C shows Multibes Reactor with Heat Supply. It is used for 

endothermic equilibrium reactions and commonly used in dehydrogenation of 
ethylbenzene to styrene (Ullmann's, 2005). 
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Figure 3: Fixed Bed catalytic reactors for gas phase reaction with continuous 
temperature control (Ullmann's, 2005) 

Figure A shows Multitubular Reactor. It has temperature control with liquids, 

gaseous or boiling heat transfer agent in shell side space. It is relatively expensive 
design and has long downtime for catalyst replacement, usually twice a year. The 

internals in shell side space improves the heat transfer in the reactor. It is suitable for 

large pressure drop processing and most common used in industry i. e.: oxidation, 

alkylation, hydrogenation, dehydrogenation, hydration, dehydration, production of 

vinyl acetate from acetic acid, production of MTBE from methanol and isobutene, 

hydrochloronation including oxidation of ethylene to ethylene oxide (Ullmann's, 

2005). 

Figure B shows Tubular Furnace, which used direct heating of catalyst tubes 

for endothermic reactions and high reaction temperatures. It is commonly used in 

primary reformer. Lastly, Figure C shows Fixed Bed Reactor with heating and 

cooling element. It has advantages compared to other type of reactor when only the 
heating of cooling system has to be designed for special pressure condition. This 

reactor is suitable for methanol synthesis process (Ullmann's, 2005). 
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2.3 Navier Stokes Application Mode 

Navier-Stokes equation is one of the equations used in modeling this 

simulation (Incompressible Navier-Stokes Model). In this project, Navier Stokes 

equation combined with Brinkman equation is applied for the porous region (packed 

bed that contains silver catalyst). Navier-Stokes equation is a basic equation 
describing movements of a fluid. It is a differential equation that describes the 

changes in momentum of an infinitesimal volume of fluid as the sum of friction, 

pressure changes, gravity and other forces acting inside the fluid as below. It assumed 

that momentum of a fluid must be conserved unless forces are acting on the fluid. 

This equation describes flow in viscous fluid through momentum balances for 

each of the components of the momentum vector in all spatial dimensions. They 

assume the density and viscosity of the modeled fluid are constant, which gives rise 

to a continuity condition. The model of this equation is able to account for arbitrary 

variations in density. The momentum balance and continuity equation form a non- 
linear system of equation with three or four coupled equations in 2D and 3D 

respectively. The equation is as follows: 

Pöu - rl(Du+ (Vu)T) +Pu"Vu+VP =F at 

Vu=o 
n= dynamic viscosity (ML-'T"') 

u= velocity vector (LT-') 

p= density of the fluid (ML-') 

p= pressure (ML"' T"2 ) 

F= body force term (ML"2T"2 ) 

There are many boundary conditions offer the modeling. One of it is Inflow/Outflow 

boundary condition (for an imposed velocity) as below: 
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u. n = uo 

To impose a certain pressure in the Outflow/Pressure boundary condition: 

p =p0 

There is special boundary condition that combines both these description 

which is called Normal Flow/Pressure boundary condition. This condition sets the 

velocity component in the tangential direction to zero and sets the pressure to specific 

value. It is available to simulate channels that are long in length and where flow is 

assumed to have stabilized so that all velocity occurring in the tangential direction is 

negligible. Imposing this condition removes the necessity of simulating this length. 

u. t=0 and p=po 

The slip symmetry condition states that there is no velocity component perpendicular 
to a boundary: 

u. n=0 

The Neutral boundary condition states that transport by shear stresses is zero 

across a boundary. This boundary condition is denoted neutral since it does not put 

any constraints on the velocity and stats that there are no interactions across the 

modeled boundary. 

r (Vu + (Vu)T)n =0 

No slip boundary condition eliminates all components of velocity vector: 

u=0 
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The laminar inflow/outflow boundary condition is appropriate for low Reynolds 

number flow regimes, where a fully developed laminar profile is expected. 

Lin, V, 
. 
[PI 

- q(V, u + 
(VI 

U)T)J - nein! 

O,. u=O 

In the above equation, Li,,, gives the length of inlet channel and p;,, i the pressure at the 

end of the inlet channel. 

2.4 Convection and Conduction Application Mode 

The general equations for an energy balance, which considers heat transfer 

through convection and conduction, in the Chemical Engineering module is: 

pC aT + V. (-koT + pCPTu )=Q 

Cp=specific heat capacity (L2 T"20-1) T= Temperature (0) 

k= thermal conductivity (MLT3 0 1) u= velocity vector (LT-) 

Q= sink/ source term (ML"1T"3) 

Chemical reactions that often arise in energy balances can be accounted for by 

arbitrary reaction mechanisms, introduced as heat sink/ heat sources. The equation 

above includes velocity vector, u, which can be expressed analytically or obtained by 

coupling a momentum balance. If the turbulent model property has the value of k- 

epsilon, k is replaces by (k+kT) where kT is turbulent heat conductivity. 
The available boundary conditions in the Convection anad Conduction application 

mode include an imposed Heat flux condition: 

q. n=qo 
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where q denotes the heat flux vector (ML-'T"3) and is defined by the expression 

within parentheses in above equation, namely: 

q=-kVT+pCpTu 

The source term qO can be arbitrarily defined to represent flux into an inmate 

medium, a radiation term, and heat from chemical reactions or nuclear decay. The 

thermal insulation condition has the source term as below: 

q. n =0 

This boundary condition can also be used as symmetry conditions. To impose the 

temperature condition, following boundary condition can be used: 

T=To 

The final boundary condition, denoted convective flux, assumes that all energy 

passing through this boundary does so through the convective flux mechanism. This 

firstly assumes that any heat flux due to conduction across this boundary is zero: 

q= -kOT. n =0 

So that the resulting equation becomes: 

q. n=pCpTu. n 

This is a useful boundary condition, particularly in convection-dominated energy 
balances where the outlet temperature is unknown. 
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2.5 Convection and Diffusion Application Mode 

The convection and diffusion equation is: 

at' + v. (-D; vc; + c; a) = R; 

ci= concentration of species (ML -3) Di= diffusion coefficient (LT"') 

u= velocity vector (LT') Ri= reaction term (ML3T") 

In the reaction term, arbitrary kinetic expressions of reactants and products can be 

introduces. The expression within the brackets represents the flux vector, where the 
first term describes transport by diffusion and the second represents the convective 
flux: 

N; = -D, Vc; + c; u 

Where Ni= mass flux vector (ML"2T'). 

The diffusion coefficient for the dissolves species accounts for interaction between 

solute and solvents. In the Maxwell-Stefan convection-diffusion application mode, 
the interaction between the different dissolved species is also taken into account. The 

available boundary condition includes an imposed of Mass flux condition: 
Nj. n=No 

where the boundary source term, No, can be arbitrarily defined to represent flux into 

an infinite medium or material change, most often through chemical reaction. The 

insulation/ symmetry condition has the source term which as below: 

N;. n=0 

The boundary condition to impose concentration also as below: 

Ci = Ci, p 
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The Convective flux boundary condition assumes that all mass passing through this 

boundary is convection-dominated. This firstly assumes that any mass flux due to 
diffusion across this boundary is zero: 

n. (-D, Vc, ) _ 

So that, N; .n=c; . u. n 

This a useful boundary condition, particularly in convection-dominated mass 
balances where the outlet concentration is unknown. 

2.6 COMSOL 

The basic numerical method used in COMSOL is the so-called finite-element 

method (FEM). COMSOL is design to solve a wide range of partial differential 

equations comprising most of the equation appearing in physics and chemistry such 

as the Navier-Stokes equation, the Poisson equation, the Schrodinger equation, the 

convection-diffusion equation, the Maxwell equations and problem combining these 

equations. COMSOL allows unexperience user to quickly get started and solve fairly 

complex micsrofluidics problems, while it still remain powerful tool for experienced 

user. 

2.7 Neural Networks 

Neural networks are composed of simple elements operating in parallel. These 

elements are inspired by biological nervous systems. As in nature, the network 
function is determined largely by the connections between elements. Neural network 

can be trained to perform a particular function by adjusting the values of the 

connections (weights) between elements. 
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Commonly neural networks are adjusted, or trained, so that a particular input 

leads to a specific target output. Such a situation is shown below. There, the network 
is adjusted, based on a comparison of the output and the target, until the network 

output matches the target. Typically many such input/target pairs are needed to train a 

network. 

Target 

Input 

Neural Network 
including connections 
(called weights) 
between neurons Output 

Mº Compare 

lk- 
Adjust 
weights 

Figure 4: Neural Network Concept 

Neural networks have been trained to perform complex functions in various 
fields, including pattern recognition, identification, classification, speech, vision, and 

control systems. 

Today neural networks can be trained to solve problems that are difficult for 

conventional computers or human beings. Throughout the toolbox emphasis is placed 

on neural network paradigms that build up to or are themselves used in engineering, 
financial, and other practical applications. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Flowchart of project work flow 

Part 1: COMSOL simulation 

I- 
Used reliable experimental sources to run simulation 

using COMSOL. 

1 
Simulate experimental data using COMSOL 

Multiphysics. 

1 
Compare simulation data with experimental data to 

validate the model. 
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3.1.1 Starting COMSOL-Multiphysics 

Select Model Navigator 

Click on Multiphysics 

Z 
Choose Momentum Balance 

Model 

Choose Mass Balance 
Model 

Choose Convection and 
Conduction Model 

Click on Add 

-T 
Click on OK 

Click New page 

I 
Select Chemical Engineering 

Module 

Choose Incompressible 
Navier Stokes Model 

f 
Click on Add 

Click on Add 

I 
Choose Convection and 

Diffusion Model 
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Part 2: Neural Network training 

Identify the process variable from experimental data 
ý 

Neural network development 

I 
Neural network training 

I- 

N 

Neural network validation and testing 

GUI development 

3.2 Gantt Chart 

.1 

-N 

N 

I 

No. Detail/ Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
I Project work ontinue 

2 Submission of Progress Report 1 x 

3 Project Work Continue I M E N 

4 Submission of Progress Report 2 X1 I 

5 Seminar 

6 Project work continue 

7 Poster Exhibition x x 

8 Submission of Dissertation (soft bound) x 

9 Oral Presentation x 

10 Submission of Project Dissertation (Hard 
Bound) 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Part 1: COMSOL simulation 

4.1 Operating profiles 

4.1.1 Incompressible Navier-Stokes model 

Figure 5: Velocity profile of moving fluids 

Figure above illustrates the velocity profile with respect to diameter of reactor 

column. The diameter of this column is 0.1 m. The velocity of stream is varies along the 

diameter of the column. As the fluids moving toward the center of the column, the 

velocity of the fluid is increasing meanwhile, the velocity of the moving fluids decreasing 

towards the wall region for both sides. Based on this profile, the maximum velocity is 

0.13 m/s which happened to occur at the center of the column. In contrast, the minimum 

velocity of stream occurs at the wall of the column. These phenomena occur due to 

friction that exists at the wall with the moving fluids that cause the flow of fluids near the 

wall to reduce. The molecules near to the wall have high friction compare to the 
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molecules far from the wall. This will result high velocity at the center of reactor column 

and low velocity near the wall. 

4.1.2 Convection and Conduction Model 

u 
®Sý"F ý: " AýBd- :. 1. 

. .... 
taosao.. drgwwnrwoeumndc 

510 E 
...:...... ...... 

ý... 
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:. / 
.....:........ 

ý 
. 

ý... 
........ 

J 

.i i G... __........... .. 

/I ýý.. __. __.. iýý. '°'-i^_. __. 
J 

.......:........:... "ý'..... ý 

0.2 0.1 Ob 0.8 11 .21.4 1.6 IS 
t. ~ 

Figure 6: Temperature profile of ethylene oxidation process 

Figure above illustrate the temperature changes along the height of the column. 
The height of the column is 2m. The temperature is constant at 490 K from 0 to 0.6 meter 

and start to increase after 0.6 meter high. In other words, the temperature starts to 
increase toward the outlet of the reactor. The increase in temperature is due to the heat of 

reaction that has been release in this process. Ethylene oxidation occur under exothermic 

reaction, therefore the temperature outlet of this reactor must be higher compare to the 

temperature inlet of the reactor. During this process ethylene molecules are absorbing the 
heat to break the bond and react with oxygen in order to produce ethylene oxide. 
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4.1.3 Convection and Diffusion Model 
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Figure 7: Concentration profile of ethylene with respect to the height. 

From above figure, initial concentration of ethylene at the inlet of the reactor is 

5mol/m3. Towards the outlet of the reactor, ethylene concentration starts to decrease until 
it reached 2.8mol/m3. In this reaction, the limiting reactant is oxygen, therefore when the 

oxygen has been reacted completely; it leaves ethylene as the excess reactant. The 

reduction of ethylene concentration is reasonable because ethylene has been converted to 

the ethylene oxide during the oxidation process. 

Figure 8: Concentration profile of ethylene oxide with respect to the height. 
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The above graph shows the concentration profile of ethylene oxide product in the 

reactor with respect to the height of the column. The product concentration at the inlet of 

reactor is zero. This is because there is no product has been produce at the inlet of reactor 

yet. The ethylene oxide concentration is increasing towards the reactor outlet. The 

product has only been produce once the oxidation reaction takes place in the reactor. 
Therefore the product has high concentration at the outlet of reactor due to product 

accumulation at this region. 

4.1.4 Effect of inlet temperature changes towards product's concentration 

Figure 9: Concentration profile of ethylene oxide at different inlet temperature 

The graph displays the effect of ethylene oxide concentration profile with 
different inlet temperatures while maintain other variables constant. At temperature 490 

K, the maximum product concentration is 3.25 mol/m3; at temperature 590 K, the 

maximum product concentration is 3.5 mol/m3; while at 690 K the maximum product 

concentration is at 3.75 mol/m3. Based on this profile, the higher inlet temperature will 

produce more ethylene oxide product. Collisions of particle will only result in a reaction 
if the particles collide with enough energy to get the reaction started. Thus, by increasing 

the temperature, the rate of reaction will increase and the numbers of energetic particles 

will also increasing, therefore produced more products. 
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4.2 Reactor column cross section area 

Based on simulation had been done, the maximum diameter of cross section area 
is 0.81 m. Referring to the journal, normal value of diameter column is between 0.5 - 1.0 

m and process best operates at 0.8m. Below are the simulated models between the 

experimental size and the maximum simulated size of each interested operating 

parameters. 

Figure 10: Temperature profile at cross section of 0.1 m and 0.8m respectively 
M_ý, ý. ý 

N 

A 

.. ý., 

Figure 11: Velocity profile at cross section column of 0.1 m and 0.81 m respectively 
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Figure 12: Reactant's concentration profile at cross section column of 0. l m and 0.81 m 
respectively 

Figure 13: Product's concentration profile at cross section column of 0.1 m and 0.81 m 

respectively 

4.4 MODEL'S VALIDATION 

In order for the simulation data to be reliable, it is needed to be validated or compared 

with the experimental data. This project is based on an experimental data taken in a book, 

"Experiments in Catalytic Reaction Engineering", published by Elsevier Science, 

Netherlands. The simulation data is compared with the experimental data, obtained in this 

book, and hence the error of the data is analyzed. Table 1 is showing the error/ 
differences between simulation and experimental results 

Figure 14: The book that been referred for experimental data 
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Table 2: Error calculation for the simulation results 
RUN Subdomain 

integration 

value 'M2 K, (1) 

Area, m2, 
(A) 

Texperimental, 

K (Texp) 

Tsimulation, K, 

UA, (Tsim) 

% Error 

100(Tsim-Texp)/ 

Texp 

1 31.48 0.06 525.2 524.67 0.06 

2 32.02 0.06 535.8 533.73 0.39 

3 32.64 0.06 545.2 544.06 0.21 

In order to verify the simulation results, there are three simulation been done at different 

temperature. The simulation temperature for each simulated model is compared with the 

experimental value. As shown in the table, all of the results have less than 1% of error. 
As the error is very small, the simulation is considered to be reliable. 

One of the model validations is as below: 
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11 

i ii 
Solution tue: 13.25 a 
Value of integral: 0 [a^2'K], Expreanion: T, Subdoaaina: none 
Value of integral: 32.024389 [a^2e0J, Expreaaion; T, Subdoaain: 2 

0 
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Figure 15: Subdomain integration value is 32.02m2K at inlet temperature of 500K 
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Part 2: Neural Network Training 

4.3 Identification of process variables 

Specification of controlled variables, manipulated variables and disturbance 

variables is a critical step in developing a control system. It is the major part of neural 

network construction. There are three important type of process variable which are 

controlled variable, manipulated variable and disturbance variable. 

" Control variables are the variables which quantify the performance or quality of 
final product, which are also called output variables. The control variables for this 

reactor are the outlet velocity, outlet temperature and outlet concentration. 

" Manipulated variables are the variables that being adjusted dynamically to keep 

the controlled variables at their set-points. The manipulated for this reactor are the 
inlet velocity, inlet temperature and inlet concentration. 

" Disturbance variables are also called `load' variables and it represents input varia 
bles that can cause the controlled variables to deviate from their respective set- 

points. 
As a conclusion, the overall process variables that involves in this project are fluid 

velocity, fluid temperature, fluid concentration and coordinate of fluid particle (x, y). 

4.4 Neural Network Development 

4.4.1 Feed Forward Backpropagation Network 

There are generally four steps in the training process which are: 

  Assemble the training data 

  Create the network object 

  Train the network 

  Simulate the network response to new inputs 
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There are several transfer functions that can be associated with backpropagation 

but the most commonly used are log-sigmoid transfer function, tan-sigmoid transfer 
function and linear transfer function (H. Demuth & M. Beale, 1996). 

A log sigmoid transfer function will generate output between 0 and I as the 

neuron's net input goes from negative to positive infinity. A tan-sigmoid transfer function 

will generate output between -1 and 1. Occasionally, the linear transfer function can 

generate a wide range of output. 

The configuration of the feed forward is determined from trial and error. The 

number of layers, neurons and training function is changed for several times. Each 

configuration is compared to determine the best configuration. The best configuration is 

summarized in table below. 

Table 3: Feed Forward Network Configuration 

Parameters 

Network 

Variable 

Feed forward backpropagation (newff) 

Training function TRAINLM 

Adaptation learning function LEARNGDM 

Performance function MSE 

Epochs 100 

Number of layers 3 

Layer 1: Number of neuron 
Transfer function (PURELIN) 

5 

Layer 2: Number of neuron 
Transfer function (PURELIN) 

34 

Layer 3: Number of neuron 
Transfer Function (PURELIN) 

I 
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The first step in training a feedforward network is to create the network object. 
The function newf f creates a feedforward network. Before training a feedforward 

network, the weights and biases must be initialized. The newff command automatically 
initializes the weights. This command creates the network object and also initializes the 

weights and biases of the network, therefore the network is ready for training. 

Once the network weights and biases are initialized, the network is ready for 

training. The network can be trained for function approximation (nonlinear regression), 

pattern association, or pattern classification. The training process requires a set of proper 

network behavior, which is network inputs p and target outputs t. During training, the 

weights and biases of the network are iteratively adjusted to minimize the network 

performance function net. performFcn. The default performance function for 

feedforward networks is mean square error. Mean square error is the average squared 

error between the network outputs a and the target outputs t. 

There are several training algorithms for feedforward networks. All these 

algorithms use the gradient of the performance function to determine how to adjust the 

weights to minimize performance. The gradient is determined using a technique called 
backpropagation, which involves performing computations backward through the 

network. Gradient descent and gradient descent with momentum are examples of training 

algorithm. However, these two methods are too slow for practical problems. Therefore it 

is preferable to use faster training algorithm to solve a complex problem. 

The training algorithm that is being used in feedforward backpropagation in this 

project is Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (trainim). This training algorithm has the 

fastest convergence for networks that contain up to a few hundred weights. In many 

cases, trainim is able to obtain lower mean square errors than any of the other 

algorithms tested. However, as the number of weights in the network increases, the 

advantage of trainim decreases. 
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The network is trained based on above configuration. Post-regression analysis, 
RMSE and CDC are important characteristics to evaluate the network. The next section 

will discuss about post regression analysis. 

4.4.1.1 Concentration Training using Feedforward Backpropagation 

The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used for training. The training stopped after 9 

iterations because the validation error increased. 

TRAINLM-calcjx, Epoch 0/100, MSE 30.4159/0, Gradient 87.6008/le-010 

TRAINLM-calcjx, Epoch 9/100, MSE 0.0592837/0, Gradient 8.67395e-010/le-010 

TRAINLM, Validation stop. 

The result is shown in the following figure. The result here is reasonable, because the test 

set error and the validation set error have similar characteristics, and it does not appear 
that any significant over fitting has occurred. 

Figure 14: Concentration Training 

4.4.1.1.1 Post-Training Analysis for Feedforward Backpropagation Network 

The performance of a trained network can be measured to some extent by the 

errors on the training, validation, and test sets, but it is often useful to investigate the 
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network response in more detail. One option is to perform a regression analysis between 

the network response and the corresponding targets. The routine postreg is designed to 

perform this analysis. 

If there were a perfect fit (outputs exactly equal to targets), the slope would be 1, 

and the y-intercept would be 0. The third variable returned by postreg is the correlation 

coefficient (R-value) between the outputs and targets. It is a measure of how well the 

variation in the output is explained by the targets. If this number is equal to 1, then there 
is perfect correlation between targets and outputs. In this case, there are three outputs, so 

perform three regressions. The results are shown in the following figures. 

a. Testing 

Figure 15: Post Regression for Concentration Testing 
b. Validation 

Figure 16: Post Regression for Concentration Validation 
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c. Training 
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Figure 17: Post Regression for Concentration Training 

The first two outputs seem to track the targets reasonably well, and the R-values are 

almost 0.75. The third output is not well modeled. The problem needs more work. 

4.4.1.2 Temperature Training using Feedforward Backpropagation 

The same algorithm is used for this training. The training stopped after 5 iterations 

because the validation error increased. 

TRAINLM-calcjx, Epoch 0/100, MSE 32.5709/0, Gradient 95.4324/le-010 

TRAINLM-calcjx, Epoch 5/100, MSE 0.0278212/0, Gradient 2.66349e-012/le-010 

TRAINLM, Minimum gradient reached, performance goal was not met. 

The result is shown in the following figure. The result here is reasonable, because the test 

set error and the validation set error have similar characteristics, and it does not appear 

that any significant overfitting has occurred. 
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Figure 18: Temperature Training 

A linear regression between the network outputs and the corresponding targets is 

performed. The results are shown in the following figures. 

a. Testing 
a rnv. 1 m- 

Figure 19: Post Regression for Temperature Testing 

b. Validation 
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Figure 20: Post Regression for Temperature Validation 
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Figure 21: Post Regression for Temperature Training 

4.4.1.3 Velocity Training using Feedforward Backpropagation 

The same algorithm is used for this training. The training stopped after 8 iterations 

because the validation error increased. 

TRAINLM-calcjx, Epoch 0/100, MSE 29.9182/0, Gradient 88.0369/le-010 

TRAINLM-calcjx, Epoch 8/100, MSE 0.251654/0, Gradient 3.13871e-009/le-010 

TRAINLM, Validation stop. 

The result is shown in the following figure. The result here is not practical, because the 

test set error and the validation set error have dissimilar characteristics, and it does appear 

that significant overfitting has occurred. 
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Figure 22: Velocity Training 

A linear regression between the network outputs and the corresponding targets is 

performed. The results are shown in the following figures. 

a. Testing 

Figure 23: Post Regression for Velocity Testing 

b. Validation 
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Figure 24: Post Regression for Velocity Validation 
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Figure 25: Post Regression for Velocity Training 

All three outputs of post regression in velocity testing, validation and training was not fit 

the target. There is possibility that this training cannot be accurately computed based on 

given spectral components. 

4.4.1.4 Simplified Feedforward Result 

The following table summarized the post regression analysis of feed-forward 

backpropagation network for three identified variables. 

Table 4: Post-regression Analysis for Feedforward Backpropagation Network 

MIM. TIMTM 

Slope 

R 

1.8 

0.61184 

UXE= 
0.89 

0.94405 

'® 

0.3 

0.48261 

From the table above, the correlation coefficient (R-value) between the outputs and 

targets for concentration, temperature and velocity are not perfect, which indicates a poor 
fit. 

Apart from post-regression analysis, MATLAB has calculated the RSME and 
CDC of the network. Table below shows the summary of RMSE and CDC for 

concentration, temperature and velocity training. 
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Table 5: RMSE and CDC for Feed Forward Network 

ý Itl1 fl 

RMSE 

CDC 

0.9244 

80.9843 

Rizmz= 
2.2219 

0.0077 

amIm 

0.1738 

47.7730 

From the table, the RMSE of temperature is very large which indicates that the output of 
the network deviates significantly from the targeted value as compared to the other 

process variables. 

4.4.2 NARX Network (Nonlinear Autoregressive Network with Exogeneous 
Inputs Network) 

NARX network is used for this training. It can be used as a predictor, to predict 

the next value of the input signal. It can also be used for nonlinear filtering, in which the 

target output is a noise-free version of the input signal. The use of the NARX network is 

demonstrated in another important application, the modeling of nonlinear dynamic 

systems. 

The configuration of the NARX network is also determined from trial and error. 

The number of layers, neurons and training function is changed for several times. Each 

configuration is compared to determine the best configuration. The best configuration is 

summarized in table below. 

Table 6: NARX Network Configuration 

Parameters 

Network 

Variable 

NARX network (newnarxsp) 

Training function TRAINLM 

Adaptation learning function LEARNGDM 

Performance function MSE 
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Epochs 1000 

Number of layers 3 

Layer 1: Number of neuron 
Transfer function (PURELIN) 

5 

Layer 2: Number of neuron 
Transfer function (PURELIN) 

22 

Layer 3: Number of neuron 

Transfer Function (PURELIN) 

I 

The network is trained based on this configuration. Post-regression analysis, RMSE and 

CDC are important characteristics to evaluate the network. The next section will discuss 

about post regression analysis. 

4.4.2.1 Post-Training Analysis for NARX Network 

Figure 26: Post Regression for Concentration Testing 

Figure 27: Post Regression for Concentration Validation 
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Figure 28: Post Regression for Concentration Training 

Figure 29: Post Regression for Temperature Testing 

Figure 30: Post Regression for Temperature Validation 
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Figure 31: Post Regression for Temperature Training 

Figure 32: Post Regression for Velocity Testing 

Figure 33: Post Regression for Velocity Validation 
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Figure 34: Post Regression for Velocity Training 

The previous post regression for concentration, temperature and velocity training 

shows that the output fits the target very well, which is 100%, fits the experimental data. 

The result also shows that NARX network is the best neural network compare to Feed 

Forward Backpropagation network because it can predict the output for the 

corresponding experimental data input perfectly. For this reason, NARX network can 

also predict any real reactor data with 100% accuracy. 

4.4.2.1 Simplified NARX Result 

The following table summarized the post regression analysis of NARX network for three 

identified variables. 

Table 7: Post-regression Analysis for NARX Network 

umm: l= '® 

Slope 

R 

1 

I 

1 

I 

1 

1 

From the table above, the performance of the NARX network is really good. The 

network is able to produce output that fits the target value. The R value shows that the 

variation in the output is well explained by the targets. 
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Apart from post-regression analysis, MATLAB has calculated the RSME and CDC of the 

network. Table below shows the summary of RMSE and CDC for concentration, 

temperature and velocity training. 

Table 8: RMSE and CDC for NARX Network 

4.5 Design of GUI 

A graphical user interface (GUI) is a graphical display that contains devices, or 

components, that enable a user to perform interactive tasks. GUI is very important for the 

user to key in the input data and gets the predicted output in a more user friendly with 

very short time. For this project, the aim is to generate 2D GUI with colour map. When 

the user clicks the pop-up menu, the axes component displays the selected data using the 

specified plot. The GUI will illustrate the temperature profile, concentration profile and 

velocity profile of the modeled reactor. In this report, the GUI that has been developed 

consist pop-up menus and it display data in 2D plot. The user may click the pop-up menu 

and then choose the desired variables to be plotted. 
ý 

Figure 35: 2D GUI for NARX Neural Network 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

A reliable experimental data has been used to simulate ethylene oxidation process 
in a fixed bed catalytic reactor by using COMSOL Multiphysics. The simulation 

generates three types of operating profile which are velocity profile, concentration profile 

and temperature profile. The velocity profile shows, as the fluids moving toward the 

center of the column, the velocity of the fluid is increasing meanwhile, the velocity of the 

moving fluids decreasing towards the wall region for both sides. This is happen due to the 
friction that exists at the wall with the moving fluids. The temperature profile shows, the 

temperature starts to increase toward the outlet of the reactor. This situation occurs due to 
the heat of reaction that has been release in this process (exothermic reactions). The 

concentration profile shows ethylene concentration starts to decrease toward the reactor 

outlet while the concentration of ethylene oxide is increasing towards the reactor outlet. 
The inlet reactor temperature has been varies to see the effect towards product 

concentration. The profile shows, the higher inlet temperature will produce more ethylene 

oxide product. It is due to increase in rate of reaction that has increase the number of 

energetic particles, thus increase the product concentration. The experimental reactor size 
that has been modeled is 0.1m in diameter, while the maximum simulated reactor size is 

0.81m. 

There are two types of neural network has been trained in this project. The first 

one is Feed Forward Backpropagation network and the second one is NARX network. 
Both neural networks have been trained using experimental data to choose the best neural 

network that can predict the output of corresponding input to the experimental size of 
reactor. The result shows that NARX network is the best neural network compare to Feed 

Forward Backpropagation network because it can predict the output for the 

corresponding experimental data input perfectly with 100% accuracy. Therefore, the 
NARX network can also be used to predict any data including real reactor data input 
from a plant. GUI has been developed for NARX network to demonstrate the 

performance and also predicted the output in a more user friendly. 
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RECOMMENDATION 
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Figure 38: Design Process Flow for simulation EO in FBR 

Ethylene 
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The above figure is the propose design process flow for industrial application. 

Ethylene and oxygen are the input to fixed bed reactor to produce ethylene oxide. The 

NARX network that is represented by GUI will be installed in the plant. An input signal 

will be sent to this system (NARX network) to execute the input data (i. e. temperature, 

velocity, concentration) and predict the output for the ethylene oxide process. The 

feedback loop will sent the output signal from the process to the system. This is to verify 

the system output data. If there is any problem occurs inside the reactor, it will be 

detected by the system accurately in a shorter time. Therefore, an immediate action can 
be taken before the problem get worse. 

i 
Catalytic r---ý 
Fixed Bed 
Reactor 

1 
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APPENDICES 

A. Coding for NARX Network 

A= xlsread('[', '); 
B= x1sread ( -V,. 
C= xlsread (' Te ý_" ); 

Ptrc=A(:, 1: 5)'; 
Pvc=B(:, 1: 5)'; 
Ptec=C(:, 1: 5)'; 
Ttrc=A(:, 6)'; 
Tvc=B(:, 6)'; 
T tec=C(:, 6)'; 

Pctrc=con2seq(P_trc); 
Tc trc=con2seq(T_trc); 
pc=[Pc trc; Tc_trc]; 
tc=TC trc; 

PC vc=con2seq(P VC); 
Tcvc=con2seq(T_vc); 
plc=[Pc_vc; Tc_vc]; 
tlc=Tc vc; 

Pctec=con2seq(Ptec); 
Tctec=con2seq(T_tec); 
p2c=[Pc tec; Tc_tec]; 
t2cýTc tec; 

dl=O; 
d2=0; 

netc ý newnarxsp(minmax(pc), dl, d2, [5 22 

net. trainFcn 
net. trainParam. show = 10; 
net. trainParam. epochs = 1000; 
net. trainParam. goal = le-3; 

val. P=plc; val. T=tlc; 
test. P=p2c; test. T=t2c; 
netc = train(netc, pc, tc, [], [], val, test); 

atc =sim(netc, p2c); 
atc=ce112mat(atc); 

'l 
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atlc =sim(netc, plc); 
atlc=ce112mat(atlc); 

at2c =sim(netc, pc); 
at2c=ce1l2mat(at2c); 

-- - -, - ----- --- -- i,::. *---------------------------- 

figure (1) 
[slopel, interceptl, R1] = postreg(atc(1,: ), T_tec(l,: )); 
figure(2) 
[slope2, intercept2, R2] = postreg(atlc(1,: ), T vc(1,: )); : lidation 
figure (3) 
[slope3, intercept3, R3] = postreg(at2c(1,: ), T_trc(1,: )); ! 'raining 

figure(4) 
time = 1: length(Ttec(1,: )); 
plot (time, T_tec (1, time, atc (1, !: ' , 0.5, ... 'Mar L, ý l'dqnr'olcr', '.: ', ... 

'Mai ker]'a, 
h1ar}: cr: . __, 

', 4) 

x1abelylabel('Concentr: ation 
(ni 'Ji/nl3) : 'Pestin( I'),... 

ent rat ion Ir 

legend( I', ' tný. ulate(') 
Title('lýý: tua] and : 1imulLit ed plot for 

113) : T<ýstingI ), 

figure(5) 
time = 1: length(T_vc(1,: )); 

plot (time, T_vc(1,: ), 'kd-', time, atlc(1, 'I, ineWicith', 0.5, ... 

'MarkerFaceColor', ',? ', ... 
'MarkerSize', 9); 

xlabel ( ylabel ( 
legend( 'A(ýt_u, 31 ', 'Simulated') 
Title('Actu, il aýid 5ýirmi1,. it, i Inr 

ec> : /m3 ): Vol idation' ), 

figure(6) 
time = 1: length(T trc(l,: )); 

plot (time, Ttrc (1, :), 'E. d-' , time, at2c (1, :), 't. -- 
', 'Jý1r1! ''Výijtli', Q. J, 

Moir}: ei 1? IgoCo l:, r', 
PI1''ýaý , Color', 

'1,1 
,,.... ý', 4); 

xlabel (' 'Ui m. ylabel (' ('oncent rat. i o: (mol/m3) : 'Fraini nq ') , ... legend( 'Actual ', '", i, uui 
Title( 'AcIua] and Sirnulat ed plot for Concentration 

(rnoi/m3) : Traainirig'), 

------------------Training set performance measurement---------------- 
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[rowl, coll] = size(Ttrc); 
error col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
for j=1: 1: coll, 

error col(i, j) = (at2c(i, j) -T trc(i, j))^2; 

end 
erid 
sum error = sum(error_col(1,: )); 

rmse Concentration training = sqrt(sum error/coil) 

dl=zeros(1, co11-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=Ttrc(1, i) - T_trc(1, i-1); 
b=at2c(1, i) - at2c(1, i-1); 

c=a*b; 
d1(:, i-1)=c; 

i=i+1; 

end 

D top=zeros(1, coll-1); 
m=1; 
for q=1: 1: coll-1 

if dl(:, m)>O 
D_top( , m)=1; 

else 
D_top( , m)=0; 

end 

end 
m=m+ 1; 

[row2, col2] = size(D_top); 
CDC_Concentration_training = (sum(D_top))*(100/(co12)) 

--------- 

..... . ..,. ,i,...... 'fi ,.. 
i,..... 

[rowl, coll] = size(Tvc); 
error col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
for j=1: 1: coll, 

error_col(i, j) = (atlc(i, j) -T vc(i, j))^2; 

end 
end 
sum-error = sum(error_col(l,: )); 
rmse_Concentration_validation = sgrt(sum error/coil) 

i, .. 
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dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=T_vc(l, i) - T_vc(l, i-1); 
b=atlc(l, i) - atlc(l, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl(:, i-1)=c; 

i=i+1; 

end 

D top=zeros(l, coll-1); 
m=1; 
for q=1: 1: coll-1 

if dl(:, m)>O 
D_top(:, m)=1; 

else 
D_top( , m)=0; 

end 

m=m+1; 
ond 
(row2, co12] = size(D_top); 
CDC_Concentration_validation = (sum(D_top))*(100/(col2)) 

- 

[rowl, coll] = size(Ttec); 
error col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
Yor j=1: 1: Coll, 

error_col(i, j) = (atc(i, j) - T_tec(i, j))^2; 

end 
end 
sum_error = sum(error_col(1,: )); 
rmse Concentration testing = sqrt(sum error/coil); 

dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=Ttec(l, i) - Ttec(l, i-1); 
b=atc(l, i) - atc(l, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl(:, i-1)=c; 

i=i+l; 

end 

D top=zeros(l, coll-1); 
m=1; 
for q=1: 1: coll-1 
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if dl(:, m)>O 
D_top(:, m)=1; 

else 
D_top (, m) =0; 

end 

m=m+1; 
end 
[row2, col2] = size(D_top); 
CDC_Concentration_testing = (sum(D_top))*(100/(col2)) 

D= xlsread('Tr T'); 
E= xlsread('Va1 T'); 
F= xlsread('Te. T'); 

Ptrt=D(:, 1: 5)'; 
Pvt=E(:, 1: 5)'; 
Ptet=F(:, 1: 5)'; 
Ttrt=D(:, 6)'; 
Tvt=E(:, 6)'; 
T tet=F(:, 6)'; 

Pc_trt=con2seq(P_trt); 
Tc trt=con2seq(T_trt); 
pt=[Pc_trt; Tc_trt]t 
tt=Tc trt; 

Pc_vt=con2seq(P_vt); 
Tc_vt=con2seq(T_vt); 
plt=[Pc_vt; Tc_vt]; 
tlt=Tc vt; 

Pctet=con2seq(Ptet); 
Tc_tet=con2seq(T_tet); 
p2t=[Pc_tet; Tc_tet]; 
t2t=Tc tet; 

dl=O; 
d2=0; 

nett = newnarxsp(minmax(pt), dl, d2, [5 22 
11 ,{ vz rr, :i n' ,'pu re 1in', '1 >u re. l i: i' }); 
net. trainFcn = 'tx, ai. r, lrrr'; 
net. trainParam. show = 10; 
net. trainParam. epochs = 1000; 
net. trainParam. goal = le-3; 

va1. P=plt; val. T=tlt; 
test. P=p2t; test. T=t2t; 
nett = train(nett, pt, tt, [], [], val, test); 
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att =sim(nett, p2t); 
att=cell2mat(att); 

atlt =sim(nett, plt); 
atlt=cell2mat(atlt); 

at2t =sim(nett, pt); 
at2t=ce1l2mat(at2t); 

__________________________ 

figure(7) 
[slope4, intercept4, R4] = postreg(att(l,: ), T_tet(1,: )); sting 
figure(8) 
[slope5, intercept5, R5] = postreg(atlt(1,: ), T_vt(1,: )); ': lidation 
figure(9) 
[slope6, intercept6, R6] = postreg(at2t(1,: ), T_trt(1,: )); raining 

figure(10) 
time = 1: length(T tet(1,: )); 
plot(time, T_tet(1,: ), 'k. d-', time, att(1,: ), 'r-', 'LineWidth', 0.5,... 

'MarkerEdqeC( ! __', ' : ', 
... 

' MarkerFacý=! ý-, 'g', 
... 

'MarkerS4); 

xlabel (' Ti riý, -' ), ylabel (' Terr. perature 
(IK1" ) : 'I sI irigT) 

... 
legend ('.. . sal ', S,: nui at_ed' ) 

Title('Actual and Simulated plot for 
7',, inp nature (K) : ̀ Costing'), 

figure(11) 
time = 1: length(T vt(l,: )); 

plot (time, T_vt (l, :), ' Kd-' , time, atlt (1, :), ''. s re;: } 05, ... 
'MarkerEdgeC<>lor', ' k', ... 

'Marter Si e', 4); 
xlabel('Time'), ylabel('`? 'emperature 
legend (' Actual ', ' t; imul sited' ) 
Title('Actual and Sirnulat: ed plot for Temperature 

figure(12) -" ý ni_r., ý 
time = 1: length(T_trt(1,: )); 

plot(time, Ttime, at2t(1,: ), ' - 
', 'LineVdici1 h', 0.5, . 

'MarkerEdgeCo. lor', ' k', ... 
'MarkerFacýlColor', 'g', ... 
' Marker. Sio(=: ', 4) ; 

xlabel('Time'), ylabel( , _. Ký . 
legend ('Actual', 'Si. mulated') 

I 
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Title(' 
(K) : Trainin(a') , 

------------------T'raining seL perLGrmaiice measurement---------------- 

[rowl, coll) = size(Ttrt); 
error_col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
for j=1: 1: coll, 

error_col(i, j) = (at2t(i, j) - T_trt(i, j))^2; 

end 
end 
sum error = sum(error_col(1,: )); 

rmse_Temperature_training = sgrt(sum_error/coil) 

dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=Ttrt(1, i) - T_trt(l, i-1); 
b=at2t(1, i) - at2t(1, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl i-1) =c; 

i=i+1; 

end 

D top=zeros(l, coll-1); 
m=1; 
for q=1: 1: coll-1 

il dl(:, m)>O 
D_top(:, m)=1; 

e] se 
Dtop( , m)=0; 

e C] Ci 

on Ci 
m=m+1; 

[row2, co12] = size(Dtop); 
CDC_Temperature_training = (sum(D_top))*(100/(co12)) 

--- --validation set perterrnance rneasuiernerit--------------- ------------ 

[rowl, coll] = size(Tvt); 
error_col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
Lor j=1: 1: coll, 

error_col(i, j) = (atlt(i, j) - T_vt(i, j))^2; 
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end 
end 
sum error = sum(error_col(1,: )); 
rmse_Temperature_validation = sqrt(sum error/coil) 

dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=T_vt(l, i) - T_vt(l, i-1); 
b=atlt(l, i) - atlt(l, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl(:, i-1)=c; 

i=i+l; 

end 

D top=zeros(1, co11-1); 
M=1; 
for q=1: l: coll-1 

if dl(:, m)>O 
D_top( , m)=1; 

else 
D_top( , m)=0; 

end 

m=m+1; 
end 
[row2, col2] = size(Dtop); 
CDC-Temperature-validation = (sum(D_top))*(100/(col2)) 

--. _--------- ' -:: 5 
_ ---------- 

-- . 

[rowl, collJ = size(Ttet); 
error-col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
for j=1: 1: coll, 

error col(i, j) = (att(i, j) -T tet(i, j))^2; 

end 
end 
sum-error = sum(error col(1,: )); 
rmse_Temperature_testing = sgrt(sum error/coil); 

dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=Ttet(l, i) - T_tet(l, i-1); 
b=att(l, i) - att(l, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl(:, i-1)=c; 

i=i+1; 
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end 

D_top=zeros(1, coll-1); 
M=l; 
for q=1: 1: coll-1 

it dl(:, m)>O 
D_top(:, m)=l; 

else 
D_top(:, m)=0; 

end 

m=m+1; 
end 
[row2, col2) = size(D top); 
CDC Temperature testing = (sum(D top))*(100/(col2)) 

G= xlsread("1'r V'); 
H= xlsread( ' Vrsi V' ); 
I= xlsread( ''To V') ; 

Ptrv=G(:, 1: 5)'; 
Pvv=H(:, 1: 5)'; 
Ptev=I(:, 1: 5)'; 
Ttrv=G(:, 6)'; 
T_vv=H(:, 6)'; 
T tev=I(:, 6)'; 

Pc_trv=con2seq(P_trv); 
Tc_trv=con2seq(T_trv); 
pv=[Pc_trv; Tc_trv]; 
tv=Tc trv; 

Pc_vv=con2seq(P_vv); 
Tc_vv=con2seq(T_vv); 
plv=[Pc_vv; Tc_vv]; 
tlv=Tc vv; 

Pctev=con2seq(P_tev); 
Tctev=con2seq(T_tev); 
p2v=[Pc tev; Tc tev]; 
t2v=Tc tev; 

d1=0; 
d2=0; 

netv = newnarxsp(minmax(pv), dl, d2, [5 22 

net. trainFcn 
net. trainParam. show = 10; 
net. trainParam. epochs = 1000; 
net. trainParam. goal = le-3; 
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val. P=plv; val. T=tlv; 
test. P=p2v; test. T=t2v; 
netv = train(netv, pv, tv, [], [], val, test); 

atv =sim(netv, p2v); 
atv=ce112mat(atv); 

ativ =sim(netv, plv); 
atly=cell2mat(ativ); 

at2v =sim(netv, pv); 
at2v=ce112mat(at2v); 

figure(13) 
[slope6, intercept6, R6] = postreg(atv(1,: ), T_tev(1,: )); 
figure(14) 
[slope7, intercept7, R7] = postreg(atlv(1,: ), T vv(1,: )); 
figure(15) 
[slope8, intercept8, R8] = postreg(at2v(1,: ), T trv(1,: )); raining 

figure(16) ý. ý 
time = l: length(Ttev(1,: )); 
plot (time, T tev(1,: ), 'k<i', time, atv(1,: ), 'T 

' Mari; e_c: cz, _j - 'c 10 .. ', 
' Mark(: - ý 1-r-i 

. -('olor', 
'Mar ker5j ::, `, 4 ); 

Xlabel(' TiP:!: '), 
ylabel(': '. ocit`, ' 

legend( . _ai', ' Simulated' ) 
Title('Actuai and Simulated plot for Velocity 

(rr. /s) : TesL_ Hq' 
I 

figure(17) I. (1; 1iu; i 
time = l: length(Tvv(l,: )); 

plot (time, T_vv(1, time, atlv(1,: ), 'r 'Lir: eVidt, h', 0.5,... 

'PnarkerFaýceColor', 'q', .. 
'MarkerI, ize', 4) 

xlabel('Time'), ylabel('Velocity (I: ', /s): Va1idaticn'), . 
legend( 'Actual', 'Simulated') 
Title('hctual and Simulated plot for Velocity 

iý. _ Lon'), 

figure(18) . t,: i1 in, { 
time = 1: length(T trv(1,: )); 

plot(time, T_trv(1,: ), 'I:; 1 time, at2v(1,: ), 'r- 
', 

'MarkerEdge(': )ior', ' k', ... 'Marker. Facc, co ior, 'g', .. f"1ar)<erSize', 4); 
xlabelylabel('Velocity (rn/s) : Training'), .. 
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legend('A(, tual', 'Simulated') 
Title('Actual and Simulated plot for Velocity (m/s): Trainin(7'), 

------- --Training set performance measurement ---------------- 

[rowl, coll] = size(Ttrv); 
error_col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
for j=1: 1: coll, 

error col(i, j) _ (at2v(i, j) -T trv(i, j))^2; 

end 
end 
sum error = sum(error_col(1,: )); 

rmse Velocity training = sqrt(sum error/coil) 

dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=Ttrv(l, i) - Ttrv(l, i-1); 
b=at2v(l, i) - at2v(l, i-1); 

c=a*b; 
dl(:, i-1)=c; 

i=i+l; 

end 

D top=zeros(1, co11-1); 
m=1; 
for q=1: 1: coll-1 

if dl(:, m)>O 
D_top(:, m)=1; 

else 
D_top(:, m)=0; 

end 

end 
m=m+1; 

[row2, col2] = size(D_top); 
CDC_Velocity_training = (sum(D_top))*(100/(co12)) 

-.. ýý C--------------- ---------------- 

i, lt J Ur, 
[rowl, coll] = size(Tvv); 
error_col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
for j=1: 1: coll, 

error_col(i, j) = (atlv(i, j) - T_vv(i, j))^2; 
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end 
end 
sum_error = sum(error col(1,: )); 
rmse Velocity validation = sqrt(sum error/coil) 

dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=T_vv(l, i) - T_vv(l, i-1); 
b=atlv(l, i) - atlv(l, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl i-1) =c; 

i=i+l; 

end 

D top=zeros(l, coll-1); 
m=1; 
for q=1: 1: coll-1 

jr dl(:, m)>O 
D_top(:, m)=1; 

eLse 
D_top(:, m)=0; 

erld 

m=m+1; 
end 
[row2, col2] = size(D top); 
CDC-Velocity-validation = (sum(D_top))*(100/(co12)) 

_. - .. _- --- -- ;... �ic; :I! 1', .i,,. i. I_.. 1 --------- ---- ,ý: 

[rowl, coll] = size(Ttev); 
error_col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
for j=1: 1: coll, 

error_col(i, j) = (atv(i, j) - T_tev(i, j))^2; 

cnd 
end 
sum error = sum(error_col(l,: )); 
rmse Vel. ocity_testing = sgrt(sum error/coil); 

dl=zeros(l, co11-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=Ttev(1, i) - Ttev(1, i-1); 
b=atv(1, i) - atv(1, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl(:, i-1)=c; 
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i=1+1; 

erlrJ 

D_top=zeros(l, coll-1); 
m=1; 
]or- q=1: 1: coll-1 

11 dl(:, m)>O 
D_top(:, m)=1; 

cl, . 
D_top(:, m)=0; 

(, rid 

m=m+1; 

[row2, col2] = size(D_top); 
CDC-Velocity-testing = (sum(D top))*(100/(col2)) 
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B. Coding of Feedforward Network for Velocity 

G= xlsread(''i'r v'); 
H= xlsread('vj7 v'); 
I= xlsread ( 'Te v' ); 

P trv=G(:, 1: 5)'; 
Pvv=H(:, 1: 5)'; 
Ptev=I(:, 1: 5)'; 
Ttrv=G(:, 6)'; 
Tvv=H( , 6)'; 
T tev=I(:, 6)'; 

nntwarn 

. ......:: i ;.. 
[Pn trv, Pmintr, Pmaxtr] = premnmx(P_trv); 
[Tn trv, Tmin tr, Tmax tr] = premnmx(T trv); 

[Pn vv] = tramnmx(P_vv, Pmin_tr, Pmax_tr); 
[Tn vv] = tramnmx(T vv, Tmin tr, Tmax tr); 

[Pn tev] = tramnmx(Ptev, Pmintr, Pmaxtr); 
[Tn tev] = tramnmx(T tev, Tmin tr, Tmax tr); 

nety=newff(minmax(Pntrv), [5 30 
1] 

,{ 
'1? 1]IcI 1i. ', }11Iý'l1[1', 

net. trainParam. show=10; 
net. trainParam. epochs=100; 
net. trainparam. goal=le-3; 
net. trainparam. MU=-0.001; 

rand( 'ýeed', 417000) 
netv = init(netv); 

va1. P=Pn vv; va1. T=Tn vv; 
test. P=Pn_tev; test. T=Tn_tev; 
[netv trv] = train(nety, Pn_trv, Tn_trv, (], [], val, test); 

any = sim(netv, Pntev); 1 
atv = postmnmx(anv, Tmin_tr, Tmax_tr); -; sting set 
anly=sim(netv, Pnvv); ::. 
atlv=postmnmx(anlv, Tmin_tr, Tmax-tr); Validation 
an2v=sim(nety, Pntrv) ; III I 
at2v=postmnmx(an2v, Tmin_tr, Tmax_tr); "raining 
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---------------- grapns---------------------------- 

figure(1) 
[slope7, intercept7, R7] = postreg(atv(1,: ), T_tev(1,: )); 
figure(2) 
[slope8, intercept8, R8] = postreg(atlv(1,: ), T vv(1,: )); 
figure(3) 
[slope9, intercept9, R9] = postreg(at2v(1,: ), T trv(1,: )); 

figure(4) 
time = l: length(Ttev(1,: )); 
plot (time, T_tev (1,: ), ' kd-' , time, atv (1, r 0.5, ... 

'Mar kerldgcCoI or', 'k. ', ... 
lkerFacnr`o; 'Ma 

'MarkerS4); 
xlabe1(' l'imo'), ylabel('Voiocity (infs) : Testing'), ... 

legend (1', '. irr. ulated' ) 
Title('Ac: t(iai ar)d Simulated plot for Velocity 

(: r. / a) :! '( sLllI9') 

figure(5) i. 
time = 1: length(T_vv(1,: )); 

plot (time, T_vv(1, ' kd-', time, ativ (1, r 0.5, ... 
MarkerLdg,, Col : r', ', ... 

'MarkerFace('oIor I, 
'MarkerSize', 4); 

xlabel '1i ylabel ('Velocity (tu/ s): Val ida tiori') , ... 
legend ('Ac'Iu, j Ii mutated' ) 
Title('Ac: tual and Simulated plot for Velocity 

/:; ) V. lidati. on'), 

figure(6) 11!,, ill i: ý, I 
time = l: length(T_trv(1,: )); 

plot(time, T_trv(1,: ), 'kd-', time, at2v(1,: ), 'r: - 
i! I, Wi i'_I1', 0.5,... 

'MarkerlidgeCoior', 
'MarkerFaceCo]-or', ' (j', ... 
'Mae}: er5ize', 4); 

xlabel(''T'rue'), ylabel('Velocity (m/s) : Trainin(J'), ... 
legend( ', \ctual', 'Simulated') 
Title('wtual and Simulated plot for Velocity (m/s) : Training'), 

-Training set performance measurement---------------- 

.. _, I.. ýiit............ 

[rowl, coll] = size(Ttrv); 
error_col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
for j=1: 1: co11, 

error_col(i, j) = (at2v(i, j) - T_trv(i, j))^2; 

end 
erid 
sum error = sum(error col(1,: )); 
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rmse_velocity_training = sqrt(sum error/coil) 

dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=Ttrv(l, i) - Ttrv(l, i-1); 
b=at2v(l, i) - at2v(l, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl(:, i-1)=c; 

i=i+l; 

erlci 

D top=zeros(l, coll-1); 
m=1; 
for q=1: 1: coll-1 

if dl(:, m)>O 
D_topm)=1; 

else 
D_top(:, m)=0; 

00(i 

crud 
m=m+1; 

[row2, col2] = size(D_top); 
CDC_velocity_training = (sum(D_top))*(100/(col2)) 

--- -------- _, _t, 
J., ý_.., _, _.., _ E _. _L ui_M., i, -__ r.,, -, -, UL ý.,. _.. - ------------ 

[rowl, coll] = size(Tvv); 
error_col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
for j=1: 1: co11, 

error_col(i, j) = (atlv(i, j) - T_vv(i, j))^2; 

(- nd 
end 
sum-error = sum(error col(l,: )); 
rmse_velocity_validation = sgrt(sum error/coil) 

dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=Tvv(1, i) - Tvv(1, i-1); 
b=atlv(1, i) - atlv(1, i-1); 
c-a*b; 
dl(:, i-1)=c; 

i=i+1; 

end 
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D_top=zeros(l, coll-1); 
m=1; 
for q=1: 1: coll-1 

if dl(:, m)>O 
D_top(:, m)=1; 

else 
D_top( , m)=0; 

end 

m=m+1; 
end 
[row2, col2] = size(D top); 
CDC_velocity_validation = (sum(D_top))*(100/(col2)) 

------------------tc, stirI g sut E, urtorniaricý ICKýciBULt'Iilellt- ---------- 

[rowl, coll] = size(Ttev); 
error-col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
for j=1: 1: co11, 

error_col(i, j) = (atv(i, j) - T_tev(i, j))^2; 

end 
end 
sum_error = sum(error_col(1,: )); 

rmse velocity testing = sgrt(sum error/coil); 

. ... .: }i . ill ý. 
-, ...,. 1 

dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=Ttev(1, i) - T_tev(1, i-1); 
b=atv(l, i) - atv(l, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl(:, i-1)=c; 

i=i+1; 

F-, nýl 

D_top=zeros(l, coll-1); 
m=1; 
for q=1: 1: coll-1 

if dl(:, m)>O 
D_top( , m)=1; 

el:; e 
D_top( , m)=0; 

end 

m=m+l; 
end 
[row2, co12) = size(D_top); 
CDC-velocity-testing = (sum(D_top))*(100/(col2)) 
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C. Coding of Feedforward for Temperature 

D= xlsread (' 7'r '! " ); 
E= xlsread ( ". . 
F= xlsread(''- ý"); 

Ptrt=D(:, 1: 5)'; 
Pvt=E(:, 1: 5)'; 
Ptet=F(:, 1: 5)'; 
Ttrt=D(:, 6)'; 
Tvt=E(:, 6)'; 
T tet=F(:, 6)'; 

nntwarn , 

[Pn trt, Pmintr, Pmaxtr] = premnmx(P trt); 
[Tn trt, Tmin tr, Tmax tr] = premnmx(T trt); 

[Pn vt] = tramnmx(P_vt, Pmintr, Pmaxtr); 
[Tn vt] = tramnmx(T vt, Tmin tr, Tmax tr); 

[Pn tet] = tramnmx(Ptet, Pmintr, Pmaxtr); 
[Tn tet] = tramnmx(T tet, Tmin tr, Tmax tr); 

nett=newff(minmax(Pntrt), [5 34 
_ 1], {'_ 1. ', 'f,.. 

net. trainParam. show=10; 
net. trainParam. epochs=100; 
net. trainparam. goal=le-3; 
net. trainparam. MU=-0.001; 

rand(': ,ý i', 417000); 
nett = init(nett); 

va1. P=Pn_vt; va1. T=Tn vt; 
test. P=Pntet; test. T=Tntet; 
[nett trt] = train(nett, Pn trt, Tn trt, [], [], val, test); 

ant = sim(nett, Pntet); 
att = postmnmx(ant, Tmintr, Tmax_tr); sting set 
anlt=sim(nett, Pnvt) ; 
atlt=postmnmx(anlt, Tmin_tr, Tmax_tr); . ', idation 
an2t=sim(nett, Pn_trt); 
at2t=postmnmx(an2t, Tmin_tr, Tmax_tr); 'i'iii. ning 
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------------------graphs---------------------------- 

figure(1) 
[slope4, intercept4, R4] = postreg(att(1,: ), T_tet(1,: )); 
figure(2) 
[slope5, intercept5, R5] = postreg(atlt(1,: ), T vt(1,: )); ".., 

figure (3) 
[slope6, intercept6, R6] = postreg(at2t(1,: ), T trt(1,: )); 

figure(4) i 
time = 1: length(Ttet(1,: )); 
plot (time, T_tet(1,: ), 'kd-', time, att(1, LineWidth', 0.5,. 

'M, arkk, t:; i_. c', 4); 
xlabel ( "i' i nu--' ), ylabel (' Tc<mperature 

( 1ý ): !"ý ýý ý1 T), II �... 

legend ('f., I', ', '> ünul ated' ) 
Title('; °,, "iuýi f uid pl,: t tor 

Pririp-rý3t urcý (K) : Tr! stincl'), 

figure(5) 
time = l: length(T vt(1,: )); 

plot (time, T_vt(1,: ), 'i: d time, atlt(1,: ), ' 
'Mark-rrdgeColor', 
'MarkerLaccC,,: cr', 'r; ', 
'M<arkcrSi, ý 4) 

xlabel('Time'), ylabel(" f'errnperrtur, a (? ý): ValidaLion'), 
legend( 'Actnal ', ' >i mu I at. -d') 
Title('A(. f uý, l r-rd : iirrrnlared (>I<:? '<rr rrrrt I icý 

figure(6) .. :1j 

time = 1: length(Ttrt(1,: )); 
plot(time, T_trt(1,: ), 'k1 

, 'LineWidih', 0.5, . 

time, at2t(1,: ), 'r- 

'M, i }:, ýrl, ', dgeColor', '... 
'MarkerFaceColorg', 
'Mar_kerSize', 4); 

xlabel("l'ime'), ylabel ( 'Temper at ire (K): Traininq'), 
legend( 'Actual', 'Simulated') 

Title('Actual. and Simulated plot for Temperature 
K) : Traiiii inq'), 

-------------------Training set performance measurement ---------------- 

[rowl, coll] = size(Ttrt); 
error col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
1or j=1: 1: coll, 

error_col(i, j) = (at2t(i, j) - T_trt(i, j))^2; 
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end 
end 
sum-error = sum(error_col(1,: )); 
rmse_temperature_training = sgrt(sum_error/coil) 

i! iiin 
dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=Ttrt(l, i) - T_trt(l, i-1); 
b=at2t(l, i) - at2t(l, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl i-1) =c; 

i=i+l; 

end 

D top=zeros(l, coll-1); 
M=l; 
for q=1: 1: coll-1 

if dl(:, m)>0 
D_top(:, m)=1; 

c>15ýý 
D_top( , m)=0; 

cnd 

end 
m=m+1; 

[row2, col2] = size(D_top); 
CDC_temperature_training = (sum(D_top))*(100/(col2)) 

-------- -------- 1, r 

[rowl, coll] = size(T_vt); 
error col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
for j=1: 1: coll, 

error_col(i, j) = (atlt(i, j) - T_vt(i, j))^2; 

end 
end 
sum error = sum(errorcol(1,: )); 
rmse_temperature_validation = sgrt(sum_error/coll) 

,'_,., iý. , i1 "i 

dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=Tvt(l, i) - Tvt(l, i-1); 
b=atlt(l, i) - atlt(l, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl(:, i-1)=c; 

i=i+l; I 

r IiL--------------- 
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end 

D top=zeros(1, co11-1); 
m=1; 
for q=1: 1: coll-1 

if dl(:, m)>O 
Dtop( , m)=1; 

else 
D top(:, m)=0; 

(, nd 

m=m+1; 
eýnd 
[row2, co12] = size(D_top); 
CDC_temperature_validation = (sum(D_top))*(100/(col2)) 

---------------- 

[rowl, coll] = size(Ttet); 
error_col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
for j=1: 1: coll, 

error col(i, j) = (att(i, j) -T tet(i, j))^2; 

end 
end 
sum error = sum(error col(1,: )); 

rmse temperature testing = sgrt(sum error/coil); 

dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
Lor n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=Ttet(1, i) - T_tet(1, i-1); 
b=att(1, i) - att(1, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl(:, i-1)=c; 

i=i+1; 

ond 

D top=zeros(l, coll-1); 
M=l; 
for g=1: 1: co11-1 

if dl(:, m)>0 
D_top(:, m)=1; 

(1 S (? 

D_top(:, m)=0; 
end 

m=m+l; 
en(i 
[row2, col2] = size(D top); 
CDC_temperature_testing = (sum(D_top))*(100/(col2)) 
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D. Coding of Feedforward Network for Concentration 

clc; 

close I; 

A= xlsread("I'r 
B= xlsread (' v<, ! 
C= xlsread("i'ýý''); 

Ptrc=A(:, 1: 5)'; 
Pvc=B(:, 1: 5)'; 
Ptec=C(:, 1: 5)'; 
Ttrc=A(:, 6)'; 
Tvc=B(:, 6)'; 
T tec=C(:, 6)'; 

nntwarn ( 

[Pn trc, Pmin tr, Pmax tr] = premnmx(P trc); 
[Tn_trc, Tmin_tr, Tmax_tr] = premnmx(T_trc); 

[Pn vc] = tramnmx(Pvc, Pmintr, Pmaxtr); 
[Tn vc] = tramnmx(T vc, Tmin tr, Tmax tr); 

[Pn tec] = tramnmx(Ptec, Pmintr, Pmax tr); 
[Tn tec] = tramnmx(T tec, Tmin tr, Tmax tr); 

netc=newff(minmax(Pn trc), [5 34 

net. trainParam. show=10; 
net. trainParam. epochs=100; 
net. trainparam. goal=le-3; 
net. trainparam. MU=-0.001; 

rand( I', 417000); 
netc = init(netc); 

val. P=Pn_vc; va1. T=Tn_vc; 
test. P=Pn_tec; test. T=Tn_tec; 
[netc trc] = train(netc, Pn trc, Tn trc, [], [], val, test); 

anc = sim(netc, Pn tec); 't'-:, t i, u} :, 
atc = postmnmx(anc, Tmin tr, Tmax_tr); sting set 
anlc=sim(netc, Pn_vc); 
atlc=postmnmx(anlc, Tmin tr, Tmax tr); ! idation 
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an2c=sim(netc, Pntrc); ý 
at2c=postmnmx(an2c, Tmin tr, Tmax_tr); raining 

_--- -- --, ý, ---- 

figure(1) 
[slopel, interceptl, Rl] = postreg(atc(1,: ), T_tec(1,: )); 
figure(2) 
[slope2, intercept2, R2] = postreg(atlc(1,: ), T vc(1,: )); 
figure(3) 
[slope3, intercept3, R3] = postreg(at2c(1,: ), T trc(1,: )); 

figure(4) 
time = l: length(Ttec(1,: )); 
plot (time, T_tec(1, kd-', time, atc(1,: ), 'r ', 'Linew. idth', 0.5,... 

ýurl: 4); 
xlabel ( 'T; m,, ' ), ylabel (' Cc)iýý, ýfý r-d oi,, 

ýI.! ,. 
T('. 

ý. _illJ') , 

legend( ' Actua! ', ' Simulaf ed' ) 
Title( ' Sctuýil -na , ýimu Lat. 'd ý_aýýr. i 0l s5ure 

figure(5) 
time = 1: length(T vc(l,: )); 

plot (time, T_vc (1, time, atlc (1, n', 0.5, .. 

'MarkerSize', 4); 
xlabel ( 'i' i[t! ('' ), ylabel ( 
legend('J\c: 1, u, _i1', ', Jimulate(i') 
Title(', V�Liual ur, a 3ýmnlatý_:: ý ýlot IC-1 

(1! v,! ) : Val icL, t ion'), 

figure(6) , 
time = 1: length(T trc(1,: )); 

plot(time, T trc(1,: ), 'I: ± ', time, at2c(1,: ), 
1r1(WidLh', 0.5, . 

'Mar. -kerkdgcc'oIur', ": ', 
... 

'Mar I, erFacecol or 
'MarkerSize', 4); 

xlabel("l'ime'), ylabel('Concent_ration (mol): Training'),... 
legend( 'Actual', 'Simulated') 
Title( 'Acctuoil and simulated plot for Concentration 

: '1'rrarTi in(]) , 

� ------------- - _------------ .,. ý_. ý ,... 

[rowl, coll] = size(Ttrc); 
error col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
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for j=1: 1: coll, 
error_col(i, j) = (at2c(i, j) - T_trc(i, j))^2; 

rnd 
e wj 
sum error = sum(errorcol(1,: )); 
rmse_Concentration_training = sgrt(sum error/coil) 

dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=Ttrc(l, i) - T_trc(l, i-1); 
b=at2c(l, i) - at2c(l, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl i-1) =c; 

i=i+l; 

erid 

D_top=zeros(l, coll-1); 
m=1; 
for q=1: 1: coll-1 

if dl(:, m)>O 
D top( , m)=1; 

else, 

ýnd 

end 

D top(:, m)=0; 

m=m+1; 

[row2, col2] = size(Dtop); 
CDC_Concentration_training = (sum(D_top))*(100/(co12)) 

-----------------validation set, performance measurement--------------- 

i 
[rowl, coll] = size(Tvc); 
error col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
for j=1: 1: coll, 

error_col(i, j) = (atlc(i, j) - T_vc(i, j))^2; 

end 
end 
sum error = sum(errorcol(1,: )); 
rmse_Concentration_validation = sgrt(sum error/coil) 

dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: co1l-1 
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a=T_vc(1, i) - T_vc(1, i-1); 
b=atlc(1, i) - atlc(1, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl(:, i-1)=c; 

i=i+l; 

end 

D top=zeros(l, coll-1); 
m=1; 
for q=1: 1: coll-1 

if dl(:, m)>O 
Dtop(:, m)=1; 

Bloc 
D_top( , m)=0; 

end 

m=m+1; 
nnci 
[row2, col2] = size(D_top); 
CDC Concentration validation = (sum(D top))*(100/(col2)) 

------------------testing set perLormance measurement----------------- 

[rowl, coll] = size(Ttec); 
error_col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
for j=1: 1: co11, 

error col(i, j) = (atc(i, j) -T tec(i, j))^2; 

end 
end 
sum error = sum(error_col(l,: )); 

rinse Concentration testing = sgrt(sum error/coil); 

'................. I 

dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=T tec(l, i) - T_tec(1, i-1); 
b=atc(1, i) - atc(1, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl i-1) =c; 

i=i+1; 

end 

D top=zeros(l, coll-1); 
M=l; 
for q=1: 1: coll-1 

if dl(:, m)>O 
D_top( , m)=1; 

else 
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D_top(:, m)=0; 
end 

m=m+1; 
end 
[row2, col2] = size(D_top); 
CDC Concentration testing = (sum(D top))*(100/(col2)) 

D= xlsread (" 
E= xlsread(':, 1 

2" ); F= xlsread( "'. 

P trt=D(:, 1: 5)'; 
P vt=E(:, 1: 5)'; 
Ptet=F(:, 1: 5)'; 
Ttrt=D(:, 6)'; 
T_vt=E( , 6)'; 
T tet=F(:, 6)'; 

nntwarn 

[Pn trt, Pmintr, Pmaxtr] = premnmx(P trt); 
[Tn trt, Tmin tr, Tmax tr] = premnmx(T trt); 

[Pn vt] = tramnmx(Pvt, Pmintr, Pmaxtr); 
[Tn vt] = tramnmx(T vt, Tmin tr, Tmax tr); 

[Pn tet] = tramnmx(P tet, Pmin tr, Pmax tr); 
[Tn tet] = tramnmx(T tet, Tmin tr, Tmax tr); 

nett=newff(minmax(Pn trt), [5 34 
1] 

,{'l [1 r,! ' EL: týL] 11 ', '1 
.. .'' 

net. trainParam. show=10; 
net. trainParam. epochs=100; 
net. trainparam. goal=le-3; 
net. trainparam. MU=-0.001; 

I. 
IIIIýýýIII I 

rand( ': ý('J , 417000) ; 
nett = init(nett); 

val. P=Pn_vt; va1. T=Tn vt; 
test. P=Pn_tet; test. T=Tn_tet; 
[nett trt] = train(nett, Pn trt, Tn trt, [], [], val, test); 

ant = sim(nett, Pntet); 
att = postmnmx(ant, Tmin tr, Tmax tr); 
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anlt=sim(nett, Pnvt); 
atlt=postmnmx(anlt, Tmin_tr, Tmax_tr); 
an2t=sim(nett, Pn trt); 
at2t=postmnmx(an2t, Tmin tr, Tmax tr); 1ý, ýini 

figure (1) 
[slope4, intercept4, R4] = postreg(att(l,: ), T_tet(1,: )); ý ing tt: npj 
figure(2) 
(slope5, intercept5, R5) = postreg(atlt(1,: ), T vt(1,: )); 

figure (3) 
(slope6, intercept6, R6] = postreg(at2t(1,: ), T trt(1,: )); 

figure(4) 
time = 1: length(T tet(1,: )); 
plot (time, T_tet (1, :), ';.,; -' , time, att (1, :), 

i 

'Mark-c- r: ', i_., ', 4)p 
xlabel (' Ti <<ý-' ), ylabel (' Temp: =r"-ture 

I 

r, ý 

legend( 
Title 

(K): '1'estit '), 

, 0.5, ... 

�';. - LIT? U 1ä i. - ;: " d') 

figure(5) 
time = 1: length(T_vt(1,: )); 

plot (time, T vt (1, :), '}: ý i-' , time, atlt (1, : 

Ný7rker3i z: _, 4): 
xlabel( ylabel( . __ ,.. 

'n., ýtýýý: ýL', ': 'ýrma]_atýä') legend( 
Title( 

, 

figure(6) 
time = 1: length(T_trt(1,: )); 

plot(time, T_trt(1,: ), ';:.; -', time, at2t(1,: 
', 0.5, .. 

ý" ,ý . ..... _, 

4) . -,, 
xlabel ('T ýtýu.; ' ylabel 
legend( ,. ý: itni! tad') 
Title('. 

I I 

: Trainin,.! ' 

, 0.5, ... 

I 

------------------ Training set performance measurement---------------- 
------------ 
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anlt=sim(nett, Pn vt); 
atlt=postmnmx(anlt, Tmin tr, Tmax tr); -. 'älidatiön 
an2t=sim(nett, Pn trt); 
at2t=postmnmx(an2t, Tmin tr, Tmax tr); 

------- --- ----- ----- 

figure(1) 
[slope4, intercept4, R4) = postreg(att(1,: ), T_tet(1,: )); 
figure(2) 
[slope5, intercept5, R5) = postreg(atlt(1,: ), T_vt(1,: )); -.: lidation 

figure (3) 
[slope6, intercept6, R6) = postreg(at2t(1,: ), T_trt(1,: )); 

figure(4) 
time = 1: length(T tet(1,: )); 

plot(time, T_tet(1,: ), ': -', time, att(1,: ), ', --', 'I1 , 0.5,.. 
11 

1ý 
:'PY "ý --'. -_11 

- .. _, ý .. _, _... -. .-.. _ý 

=.. Pr"__ '�4): 
xlabel('__. '), ylabel('- 

I 
legend 

Title('. 

figure(5) 
time = 1: length(T vt(1,: )); 

plot (time, T_vt (1, :), 't: i-', ime, atlt (1, :), 

_ ,, 4ý, 
xlabel('Time'), ylabel(' r. c 

'Ac'=ud_', legend( 
Title(': __ 

figure(6) 
time = 1: length(T trt(1,: )); 

plot(time, T trt(1,: ), ', _: -', time, at2t(1,: ), 
-ý t,, 

. ...,. _. .. , 0.5, ... 

'MarkerFacE 
'ýarkerSize', 4); 

xlabel('Time'), ylabel('Te 
legend('Actual', '; ýýýmulate 
Title (:,. . 

(K) . Trü-i, ý_ ýýa' )ý 

, 0.5,... 

I I... 

------------------- -- - ---------------- 



[rowl, coll] = size(T trt); 
error col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
for j=1: 1: coll, 

error col(i, j) = (at2t(i, j) - T_trt(i, j))^2; 

end 
end 
sum error = sum(error_col(1,: )); 

rmse temperature_training = sgrt(sum error/coll) 

dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=T trt(l, i) - T_trt(l, i-1); 
b=at2t(l, i) - at2t(l, i-1); 

c=a*b; 
dl =c; 

i=i+1; 

end 

D top=zeros(1, col1-1); 
M=1; 
for q=l: l: coll-1 

if dl(:, m)>O 
D_top(:, m)=1; 

else 
D_top( , m)=0; 

end 

end 
m=m+1; 

(row2, co12] = size(D_top); 
CDC_temperature_training = (sum(D_top))*(100/(co12)) 

--- _---- _--- _. _-,. 1 '' .. __..: ýL---------- -- 

[rowl, coll] = size(T_vt); 
error col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i 1: 1: rowl, 
for j=1: 1: coll, 

error_col(i, j) = (atlt(i, j) - T_vt(i, j))^2; 

end 
end 
sum error = sum(error_col(1,: )); 

rinse temperature validation = sqrt(sum error/coil) 
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dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
I or n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=Tvt(l, i) - T_vt(l, i-1); 
b=atlt(l, i) - atlt(l, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl(:, i-1)=c; 

i=i+1; 

end 

D top=zeros(l, coll-1); 
M=l; 
for q=1: 1: coll-1 

if dl(:, m)>O 
Dtop(:, m)=1; 

else 
D_top(:, m)=0; 

er1d 

m=m+1; 

[row2, col2] = size(Dtop); 
CDC temperature validation = (sum(D top))*(100/(col2)) 

.. ------ ----------------- ý. ý_ý:; 1_ I ý; :, 1 t) ": ! 1; 13_-. ý11 _1: I .:, c----------- 

[rowl, coll] = size(Ttet); 
error-col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
for j=1: 1: coll, 

error_col(i, j) = (att(i, j) - T_tet(i, j))^2; 

end 
end 
sum error = sum(error col(1,: )); 

rmse_temperature_testing = sgrt(sum_error/coil); 

dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
ior n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=Ttet(1, i) - T_tet(1, i-1); 
b=att(l, i) - att(1, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl(:, i-1)=c; 

i=i+l; 

end 

D_top=zeros(1, co11-1); 
M=l; 
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for q=1: 1: coll-1 
if dl(:, m)>O 

D_top( , m)=1; 
else 

Dtop(:, m)=0; 
end 

m=m+l; 
end 
(row2, co12J = size(D top); 
CDC_temperature_testing = (sum(D_top))*(100/(co12)) 

G= xlsread('Tr_ V'); 
H= x1sread('Vä1 V'); 
I= xlsread('Tc V'); 

P trv=G(:, 1: 5)'; 
Pvv=H(:, 1: 5)'; 
P tev=I(:, 1: 5)'; 
Ttrv=G(:, 6)'; 
Tvv=H(:, 6)' ; 
T tev=l(:, 6)'; 

nntwarn off; 

[Pn trv, Pmin_tr, Pmax_tr] = premnmx(P trv); 
[Tn_trv, Tmin_tr, Tmax_tr] = premnmx(T_trv); 

[Pn vv] = tramnmx(Pvv, Pmintr, Pmaxtr); 
[Tn vv] = tramnmx(T_vv, Tmin_tr, Tmax_tr); 

[Pn tev] = tramnmx(Ptev, Pmintr, Pmaxtr); 
[Tn tev] = tramnmx(T_tev, Tmin_tr, Tmax_tr); 

:Iý.! eý. wj r, - 
netv=newff(minmax(Pn_trv), [5 34 

net. trainParam. show=10; 
net. trainParam. epochs=100; 
net. trainparam. goal=le-3; 
net. trainparam. MU=-0.001; 

, i; -. r _. ý[1. 
rand( 4L7000); 
netv = init(netv); 

,: ý 

val. P=Pn vv; val. T=Tn vv; 
test. P=Pn tev; test. T=Tn tev; 

I 
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[netv trv] = train(netv, Pn trv, Tn trv, [], [], val, test); 

any = sim(netv, Pn tev); 
atv = postmnmx(anv, Tmin tr, Tmax tr); sting set 
anly=sim(netv, Pn vv); 
atly=postmnmx(anly, Tmin_tr, Tmax_tr); alidation 
an2v=sim(nety, Pntrv); 
at2v=postmnmx(an2v, Tmin_tr, Tmax_tr); Training 

figure(1) 
[slope7, intercept7, R7] = postreg(atv(1,: ), T_tev(1,: )); 
figure(2) 
[slope8, intercept8, R8] = postreg(atlv(1,: ), T vv(1,: )); 
figure(3) 
[slope9, intercept9, R9] = postreg(at2v(1,: ), T_trv(1,: )); 

figure(4) 
. 

time = 1: length(T_tev(l,: )); 
plot(time, T tev(1,: ), 'r: d-', time, atv(l,: ), ' 

'MurkerEdgeColor', 'k', 
MdrkerFdCt; COL6r', 'Q', 

... 

x1abel ylabel ( "ý'ýýýocity 
( k`�/hr) : Test ir 

, 0.5, ... 

legend( '%. ýý- ated 
Title('»ctual and Simulated plot for Velocity 

I 

(BV/hr): Testing'), 

figure (5) 'V, i! idati on 
time = 1: length(T vv(l,: )); 

plot (time, T_vv (1,: ), ' kd-' , time, atly (l,: ), 'r. -' , 

'Mar_kerFaceColor', 'g', 
'Marker Size', 4), 

xlabel('Time'), ylabel('Velocity (MV/hr): Validation'),... 
legend( 'Act ual', 'Si. mulated') 
Title('Actual and Simulated plot for Velocity 

(! sV/hr) : Validation'), 

figure(6) 'i, 
time = 1: length(T trv(1,: )); 

plot(time, T time, at2v(1,: ), 
'L1rteW1dt-'x', 0.5, . 

'MarkerEdgeC'olor', ' : ', ... 
'MarkerFaceColor', '-',... 
'Mai kerSize', 4); 

xlabel('Time'), ylabel ( 'Velocity : rraining'), 
legend( 'A('Lual', 'Slrm_ilatý. d') 
Title (' f1ý't na I r, rnd 5ýir, _a 1 at ý", 1 plot for Verocity_ 



------------------Training set performance 

------------ 

.1. _, _o:. [rowl, coll] = size(Ttrv); 
error-col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
foi- i=1: 1: row1, 
for j=1: 1: co11, 

measurement---------------- 

error_col(i, j) = (at2v(i, j) - T_trv(i, j))^2; 

end 
end 
sum-error = sum(error_col(1,: )); 

rmse_velocity_training = sgrt(sum_error/toll) 

dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=Ttrv(l, i) - T_trv(l, i-1); 
b=at2v(l, i) - at2v(l, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl(:, i-1)=c; 

i=i+l; 

end 

D top=zeros(l, coll-1); 
m=1; 
for q=1: 1: coll-1 

if dl(:, m)>0 
D_top(:, m)=1; 

else 
D_top( , m)=0; 

end 

end 
m=m+1; 

[row2, co12] = size(D_top); 
CDC_velocity_training = (sum(D_top))*(100/(co12)) 

11----------------- validation set performance measurement--------------- 

[rowl, coll] = size(Tvv); 
error-col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
for j=1: 1: C011, 

error_col(i, j) = (atlv(i, j) - T_vv(i, j))^2; 

end 
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sum-error = sum(error col(l,: )); 
rmse_velocity_validation = sgrt(sum error/coil) 

dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: co11-1 

a=T_vv(1, i) - T_vv(1, i-1); 
b=atlv(1, i) - atlv(1, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl(:, i-1)=c; 

i=i+1; 

end 

D top=zeros(1, co11-1); 
m=1; 
for q=1: 1: coll-1 

if dl(:, m)>O 
D_top(:, m)=1; 

else 
D_top( , m)=0, 

end 

m=m-l-1; 
end 
[row2, col2j = size(D top); 
CDC-velocity-validation = (sum(D_top))*(100/(col2)) 

------------------tesLirig seL performance measurement----------------- 

[rowl, coll) = size(Ttev); 
error-col = zeros(rowl, coll); 
for i=1: 1: rowl, 
for j=1: 1: coll, 

error_col(i, j) = (atv(i, j) - T_tev(i, j))^2; 

end 
end 
sum-error = sum(error_col(1,: )); 

rmse velocity testing = sgrt(sum error/coil); 

dl=zeros(l, coll-1); 
i=2; 
for n=1: 1: coll-1 

a=T_tev(l, i) - T_tev(l, i-1); 
b=atv(l, i) - atv(l, i-1); 
c=a*b; 
dl(:, i-1)=c; 

i=i+l; 

end 
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D top=zeros(1, co11-1); 
m=1; 
for q=1: 1: coll-1 

if dl(:, m)>O 
Dtop(:, m)=1; 

else 
Dtop( , m)=0; 

end 

m=m+1; 
end 
[row2, col2] = size(D_top); 
CDC_velocity_testing = (sum(D_top))*(100/(col2)) 



E. Coding for GUI Development 

function varargout = mainGui(varargin) 
ýüi_1[Jý -ý. 

ýýý :; r-l; i, k,, i :; -:! I, ýý: u ý:; ,. .i MAINGUI or raises the existing 
% singleton*. 

H= MAINGUI returns the handle to a new MAINGUI or the handle to 
the existing singleton*. 

o MAINGUI('CALLBACK', hObject, eventData, handles,... ) calls the 
local 

funct ion 11,111t cd CA1 i. 1 AC'K 
. 
in MAIN(; UI. M with the gi-very input 

arguments 

MAINGUI: (' Property', 'Va]ukc', ... ) cýreutes a new MAINGUI or, raises 
the 

existing singleton*. Starting from the left, property value 
pairs are 

applied to the GUI before mainGui OpeningFunction gets called. 
An 

unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property 
application 

stop. All inputs are passed to mainGui_OpeningFcn via varargin. 

*See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu. Choose "GUI allows only 
one 

instance to run (singleton)". 

See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES 

Edit the above text to modify the response to help mainGui 

Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 23-Jul-2009 22: 18: 38 

itr + on cod, - - 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct(gui_Namc, ', mfilename, 

'gui_Singleto,, ', guiSingleton, 
'gui_OpeningFcn', @mainGui OpeningFcn, 
'gui OutputFcn', @mainGui OutputFcn, 
'gui LayoutFc. n', [} , 
'qtli (ýilltvack', [}); 

if nargin && ischar(varargin{1}) 
gui State. gui Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 

end 

if= nargout 
[varargout{1: nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{: }); 

else 
gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{: }); 

end 
1-', ii<1 i LiI li-3Li vl i Hu I Ei'), 
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function mainGui_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
Thi: 
hObjooL handy Lo Ligure 
eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

varargin command line arguments to mainGui (see VARARGIN) 

handles. output = hObject; 

guidata(hObject, handles); 

Ul'Wl; l'1' makes mairivui wait tar user response (see UIRLSUME) 

s uiwait(handles. figurel); 

out 
function varargout = mainGui_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

varargcýu L array io: . .11 11 
hobject h,, udle to figure 

eventdata reserved - to be defined in ü future version of MATLAB 
handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

varargout{1} = handles. output; 

function popupmenuX_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
hob`i. 
ever. L'. 3 handles structure with handles and user data (see GDIDATA) 

Hints: contents = get(hObject, 'String') returns popupmenuX contents 
as cell array 

contents{get(hObject, 'Value')} returns selected item from 
PopupmenuX 

1. --- 
function popupmenuX CreateFcn(hObject, 
ý t1Ubjc.;. 

event<i,! 
handles 

called 

ý; 

eventdata, handles) 

empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns 

,.! y have a whi t, b 

if iSpC && isequal (get (hObject, 'BackgroundC 
get (0,1ý rolBackgroundColor' )) 

set(hObject. 'l; <,, 
'w1, ir, ý'); 

end 

1)I 
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--- n nalection change in popupmenuY. 
function popupmenuY_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

hOb j, r. uu-l. le to popupmenut (see GCBO) 
V everarved - to be defined in a fm": - 

handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 1 

Hints: contents = get(hObject, 'String') returns popupmenuY contents 
as cell array 

contents{get(hObject, 'Value')) returns selected item from 

popupmenuY 

V: -<- during oble t crFýatioil, after it-_ý. 
function popupmenuY_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

hObj(-,, hrandle to popupmenu`t GCBO) 
event (i c served - to be de fi in a '. - i, 
handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns 

called 

poýpn, pmcý, nu cont ro'_ s usually have a white 
t'PC' an d C'OI, 4PUT ER. 

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject, 'BackgroundCoior'), 
get (0, 'drýfaultUýcontrolBackgroundColor')) 

set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white'); 
end 

Exec ý on kn. itP ori >re. ss i ý t. _toý. _ function pushbuttonLoadXLS_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
hObje<'t: Lrz ri(lLr-. aS1: Y: r. i ttor l_, oäS (5eý, 

event (i"ý'_ rv<, d - Lo he d< ecI ina [uti rr, 

handles. fileName = uigetfile('A.: _ls') 
guidata(hObject, handles) 
setPopupmenuString(handles. popupmenuX, eventdata, handles) 
setPopupmenuString(handles. popupmenuY, eventdata, handles) 

set (handles. popupmenuX, 'callback', 'mainUui (' updateAxes ' , gcbo, [], guida 
ta(yca: ()))') 
set(handles. popupmenuY, 'callback', 'mainGui(''updateAxes'', gcbo, [], guida 
ta(gcb(-, ))') 

function setPopupmenuString(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

fileName = handles. fileName; 
[numbers, colNames] = xlsread(fileName); 
set(hObject, 's1, rirrg', colNames); 

function [x, yl = readExcelColumns(fileName, xCOlNum, yColNum) 

a= xlsread(fileName); 
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x= a(:, xColNum); 
y= a(:, yColNum); 

function updateAxes(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

xColNum = get(handles. popupmenuX, '<,: '. 
yColNum = get(handles. popupmenuY, 'v, a'u, 
fileName = handles. fileName; 

) 

[x, y) = readExcelColumns(fileName, xColNum, yColNum) 

plot(handles. axesl, x, y) 
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